Overview and historical perspective {#section1-1352458517690823}
===================================

Walking is defined as advancing or traveling on foot such that there is always one foot on the ground in bipedal locomotion. Walking has historical and clinical underpinnings as well as patient centrality and importance in multiple sclerosis (MS). Walking dysfunction was recognized as a cardinal feature of MS in the earliest historical accounts of the disease^[@bibr1-1352458517690823]^ and currently represents a primary construct for monitoring patients with MS in clinical research and practice.^[@bibr2-1352458517690823]^ Of note, walking is one of the most important and valued functions for patients with MS,^[@bibr3-1352458517690823],[@bibr4-1352458517690823]^ and its dysfunction represents a primary burdensome feature of the disease for quality of life and participation.^[@bibr4-1352458517690823],[@bibr5-1352458517690823]^ Such observations underscore the importance of walking as an outcome in clinical research and practice involving MS patients.

Walking can be readily measured in MS. The Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS),^[@bibr6-1352458517690823]^ which is the most common scale to measure disability in MS, classifies walking or ambulatory dysfunction based on EDSS scores of 4.0 or greater (e.g. able to walk 500 vs 300 m without aid or rest differentiates a 4.0 and 4.5, respectively, on the EDSS). To that end, scores above 4.0 on the EDSS are primarily based on gait dysfunction, particularly scores of 6.0--7.5. This makes the EDSS and 500-m walk a poor choice for measuring ambulation in clinical research and practice at earlier stages of MS, and the EDSS has well-recognized limitations related to reliability and sensitivity.^[@bibr2-1352458517690823],[@bibr7-1352458517690823]^

The timed 25-foot walk (T25FW) was first seen in the Ambulatory Index (AI).^[@bibr8-1352458517690823]^ The AI is a rating scale that assesses mobility based on time and degree of assistance required when walking 25 feet as quickly as possible but safely. The AI is scored on a 10-point scale with anchors of asymptomatic and fully active (0) through bedridden (10). The AI captured the effect of intensive cyclophosphamide--adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) treatment in progressive MS,^[@bibr8-1352458517690823]^ and this provided an initial platform for including the T25FW as a measure of ambulation for clinical research and practice of MS. The expression of T25FW performance was based on an ordinal scale, and presented a possibility of reduced precision for capturing small changes in ambulation compared with its expression as a continuous outcome.^[@bibr9-1352458517690823]^

The T25FW was later integrated along with the paced auditory serial addition test (PASAT)^[@bibr10-1352458517690823]^ and 9-hole peg test (9-HPT)^[@bibr11-1352458517690823]^ into the original version of the multiple sclerosis functional composite (MSFC).^[@bibr12-1352458517690823]^ This three-part, standardized assessment was developed for clinical trials in MS by a task force on clinical outcomes assessment by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society (NMSS) and provided a multidimensional outcome that (a) reflects the varied clinical expression of MS, (b) contains dimensions that can change independently over time, and (c) measures cognitive function as well as leg function/ambulation and arm/hand function. The MSFC has been included in a large number of clinical trials but has been criticized based on its (a) expression as a *z*-score that is not intuitive for interpretation and (b) dependence on a reference population for *z*-score calculation.^[@bibr2-1352458517690823]^ The MSFC further has not been accepted by regulators as a primary endpoint in clinical trials.

There has since been increasing interest in the application of the T25FW alone in MS. For example, the T25FW was the primary endpoint in a Phase II trial of extended release, oral dalfampridine (4-aminopyridine) for improving walking in MS.^[@bibr13-1352458517690823]^ This application of the T25FW as a primary endpoint has been repeated in a subsequent Phase III trial of extended release, oral dalfampridine in MS,^[@bibr14-1352458517690823]^ and the T25FW represents a primary outcome for trials of rehabilitation interventions^[@bibr5-1352458517690823]^ including exercise training.^[@bibr15-1352458517690823]^

Review objective {#section2-1352458517690823}
================

The T25FW is considered the "best characterized objective measure of walking disability and can be used across a wide range of walking disabilities" in MS,^[@bibr16-1352458517690823]^ based on its ease of administration; application among a wide range of patients (e.g. disability level); and evidence for reliability, validity, responsiveness, and clinical meaningfulness of scores in MS.^[@bibr16-1352458517690823]^ Indeed, there is a robust literature on the psychometric characteristics of the T25FW in MS (e.g. reliability and validity of scores), as well as standardization of its administration and scoring. Such features collectively justify its role in the Multiple Sclerosis Outcome Assessments Consortium (MSOAC), an effort to adopt a clinical outcome assessment tool for clinical trials to better capture MS-related disability.^[@bibr17-1352458517690823]^ The MSOAC was born out of a consensus paper by the International Advisory Committee on Clinical Trials in Multiple Sclerosis. The goals of the consortium are acceptance and qualification by regulators of performance outcomes that reflect core MS impairments that are highly reliable and valid, practical, cost-effective, and meaningful to persons with MS. This review benefitted from a formal MSOAC-sponsored literature search, conducted in Embase, MEDLINE, PsycInfo, and Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature, followed by an enrichment technique (key papers identified by MSOAC members added and informed search criteria) including work identified from prior reviews. Similar to the companion reviews of the symbol digit modalities test, 9-HPT, and low contrast letter acuity, this article begins with psychometric validity and concludes with an appraisal of the clinical meaningfulness of the measure. This paper includes sections on the (a) description, administration, and scoring of the T25FW; (b) reliability and precision of its scores over time; (c) content and construct validity of the T25FW and its scores; and (d) responsiveness of the T25FW and clinical meaningfulness of changes in its scores.

Description, administration, and scoring {#section3-1352458517690823}
========================================

Of considerable importance, there is a standardized protocol for administering and scoring the T25FW.^[@bibr18-1352458517690823]^ Standardization is critical for consistent use of the instrument across raters and practice sites, allowing for comparison across studies and pooling of the results. The standardized protocol is quite simple. The subject is instructed to walk as fast and safely as possible (i.e. maximal walking speed) across a clearly marked, linear 25-foot or 7.62-m course ([Figure 1](#fig1-1352458517690823){ref-type="fig"}). There are no turns in the course, and the T25FW starts with a static start (i.e. standing upright and still). The subject may use an assistive device. The subject is timed walking the 25-foot course twice, and T25FW score is the average in seconds of the two successive trials. Per T25FW trial, the stopwatch is started when the subject begins walking (i.e. foot leaves the ground) and stopped when the subject crosses the line marking 25 feet (i.e. foot breaks the plane of the clearly marked course); the subject is instructed to walk past the finish line before slowing and stopping. The T25FW can be expressed in speed by dividing 25 feet by time in seconds (i.e. feet/second or velocity). The T25FW does not measure gait quality, although velocity has its underpinnings in spatial and temporal gait parameters.^[@bibr5-1352458517690823]^ The T25FW is practical, requires minimal equipment (i.e. stopwatch, clipboard, and recording form), and minimal space (i.e. 25-foot, unobstructed hallway). Collectively, this makes the T25FW a highly attractive, easily administered, and inexpensive outcome for clinical research and practice in MS.

![Diagram of the T25FW field. The person starts by standing behind the line on the left of the field. The person walks across the 25-foot field that is clearly marked with start and end points as quickly and safely as possible. The time in seconds is recorded when the person lifts one foot for starting the T25FW and ends upon breaking the plane of the end point with a foot. The test is performed twice, and time is averaged between trials in seconds.](10.1177_1352458517690823-fig1){#fig1-1352458517690823}

Psychometric validity {#section4-1352458517690823}
=====================

Reliability and precision of scores {#section5-1352458517690823}
-----------------------------------

Reliability provides an indication of a measure's consistency and precision over time in the absence of a change and is often based on the intraclass correlation (ICC) coefficient (i.e. test--retest reliability), standard error of measurement (SEM), and coefficient of variation (COV). One study reported strong reliability of T25FW scores across a 1- to 2-hour period in a sample of 151 MS patients (EDSS between 0 and 6.5) based on an ICC of 0.96.^[@bibr19-1352458517690823]^ Another study reported an ICC of 0.99 for T25FW scores over a 1-week period in a combined sample of 10 MS patients (EDSS of 1.0--5.0) and 10 healthy controls.^[@bibr20-1352458517690823]^ T25FW scores have been reliable over a 1-week time period in those with MS who have EDSS scores between 5 and 6.5 based on an ICC of 0.94 and SEM of 4.56 seconds.^[@bibr21-1352458517690823]^

Another study provided a comprehensive examination of the reliability of T25FW scores over a 6-month period without intervention and compared its reliability with other ambulatory measures in 82 persons with MS.^[@bibr20-1352458517690823]^ Such an analysis is important for understanding the stability of the measure and walking itself over time. T25FW scores were reliable over 6 months based on an ICC of 0.99, and this was stronger than the reliability for the 6-minute walk (ICC = 0.96), Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale-12 (MSWS-12; ICC = 0.93), and accelerometry (steps/day ICC = 0.91, counts/day ICC = 0.88).^[@bibr22-1352458517690823]^ Of note, the SEM was smaller for T25FW scores (SEM = 1.0) than other ambulatory measures (e.g. MSWS-12 = 8), as was the COV for T25FW scores (COV = 6.2%) compared against other measures (e.g. MSWS-12 = 27%). The ICC, SEM, and COV for T25FW scores were comparable between samples differentiated by EDSS levels (i.e. 0--3.5 and 4--6.5).^[@bibr22-1352458517690823]^

Collectively, the data indicate that the T25FW has adequate reliability over both brief and long periods of time in MS across a large range of disability levels, and this is comparable (e.g. 6 MW), and in some cases better (e.g. accelerometry or MSWS-12) than other walking outcomes.

Content validity {#section6-1352458517690823}
----------------

This type of validity involves evidence that the T25FW includes content (i.e. its outcome) that has relevance and representativeness for ambulation, particularly during everyday life.^[@bibr23-1352458517690823]^ To this end, the T25FW does have content validity given that most periods of walking in life are very short and can involve tasks that require maximal walking speed. For example, maximal walking speed matters for tasks such as crossing the street safely, before a traffic light changes colors and traffic begins moving again, answering the telephone before the caller disconnects, or getting to the bathroom quickly to avoid urge incontinence. These tasks are performed over a short walking distance. Walking speed might be important in job situations requiring moving quickly between meetings in different locations. Overall, the outcome of walking speed from the T25FW has obvious real-world relevance, enhancing the potential for supportive research pertaining to other forms of validity.^[@bibr23-1352458517690823][@bibr24-1352458517690823]--[@bibr25-1352458517690823]^

Criterion validity, known-groups evidence {#section7-1352458517690823}
-----------------------------------------

The most common approach for establishing the validity of scores on the T25FW within this category involves comparing MS patients with healthy controls;^[@bibr26-1352458517690823][@bibr27-1352458517690823]--[@bibr28-1352458517690823]^ one would expect that persons with MS would walk slower than healthy controls without MS. To this end, one study compared T25FW performance between a sample of 141 patients with MS and 104 age- and sex-matched healthy controls and reported a statistically significant difference in the median scores of 4.4 and 3.7 seconds for MS patients and controls, respectively.^[@bibr27-1352458517690823]^ Another study included 31 persons with MS and 31 matched controls and reported a statistically significant difference in the mean T25FW scores of 4.8 and 3.7 seconds for MS and controls, respectively; this reflected an effect size of 0.67 standardized units for a moderately longer or slower T25FW in MS than controls.^[@bibr28-1352458517690823]^ These statistically significant differences were replicated in another study of 275 MS patients and 109 healthy controls, whereby the mean scores were 9.2 and 4.4, respectively.^[@bibr26-1352458517690823]^ This later study likely reported a larger difference in T25FW scores between MS and controls than previous research^[@bibr27-1352458517690823]^ based on the broader range of disability (i.e. EDSS of 0--7.5 vs 0--5.5).

Another approach for establishing the construct validity of scores on the T25FW within this category involves comparing performance across disability status among MS patients;^[@bibr27-1352458517690823],[@bibr29-1352458517690823],[@bibr30-1352458517690823]^ one would expect that persons with MS who have severe neurological disability based on EDSS scores would walk slower on the T25FW than those with mild or moderate disability. Accordingly, one study compared T25FW performance across mild (EDSS of 0--2.0), moderate (EDSS of 2.5--3.5), and severe (EDSS of 4--5.5) levels of disability in a sample of 141 patients with MS and reported a statistically significant difference in the median scores of 3.9, 4.5, and 5.8 seconds across those three levels of disability, respectively.^[@bibr29-1352458517690823]^ Another study included 96 persons with MS who were stratified across mild (EDSS of 0--3.0), moderate (EDSS of 4.0--5.5), and severe (EDSS of 6.0--6.5) levels of disability and reported a statistically significant difference in the mean scores of 4.8, 6.3, and 9.0 seconds across those three levels of disability.^[@bibr30-1352458517690823]^ The effect sizes between mild and moderate and moderate and severe groups were 1.04 and 1.02 standardized units.

One final approach is to examine T25FW performance as a function of employment status in MS;^[@bibr26-1352458517690823],[@bibr31-1352458517690823]^ one would expect that persons with MS who have MS-related alterations in work/employment status would have MS-related gait problems and walk slower on the T25FW. Indeed, one study compared T25FW performance based on employment status (working outside home vs disabled by self-report) in a sample of 169 patients with MS and reported a statistically significant difference in the median scores of 4.6 and 6.9 seconds for the employment groups.^[@bibr31-1352458517690823]^ Another study compared T25FW performance across groups of MS work disabled, MS work challenged, and MS work stable in a sample of 275 patients with MS and reported a statistically significant difference in the mean scores of 7.4, 5.6, and 4.7 seconds across those three levels of employment status.^[@bibr26-1352458517690823]^ Collectively, these data comparing T25FW performance across three separate group comparisons (i.e. controls, disability, and employment) indicate that T25FW scores can be interpreted as a valid measure of walking and its dysfunction in MS, and its relevance for employment status might even reflect ecological validity.

Correlational evidence of construct validity {#section8-1352458517690823}
--------------------------------------------

A common approach for establishing construct validity involves examining the hypothesized pattern of correlations between T25FW scores and other measures of walking and lower extremity functioning (i.e. convergent validity) and measures of hand or upper extremity functioning (i.e. divergent validity). One would hypothesize stronger correlations with constructs related to lower extremity functioning and walking but weaker correlations with constructs associated with upper extremity functioning, vision, or cognition. To this end, researchers have reported that T25FW scores strongly correlated with 100-m timed walk (*r* = 0.92) and 6-minute walk (*r* = −0.83) performance as well as Timed Up and Go (*r* = 0.85), six spot step test (SSST; *r* = 0.92), and MSWS-12 (*r* = 0.78) scores in MS.^[@bibr19-1352458517690823],[@bibr27-1352458517690823],[@bibr32-1352458517690823],[@bibr33-1352458517690823]^ There is evidence of strong correlations between T25FW performance and overall gait (*r* = −0.82)^[@bibr34-1352458517690823]^ and objectively measured lower extremity functioning (*r* = 0.77)^[@bibr35-1352458517690823]^ and moderate associations with oxygen cost of walking (*r* = 0.60) and steps/day from accelerometry (*r* = −0.64) in MS.^[@bibr36-1352458517690823],[@bibr37-1352458517690823]^ By comparison, T25FW scores have weaker associations with measures of upper extremity function (e.g. 9-HPT); cognition (e.g. symbol digit modalities test and PASAT; *r*s = −0.48 and −0.36, respectively);^[@bibr38-1352458517690823],[@bibr39-1352458517690823]^ body weight (*d* = .29, *r* = 0.14);^[@bibr40-1352458517690823]^ and depression (*R*^2^ = 0.029, *r*⩽ 0.17), fall frequency (*R*^2^ = 0.053, *r*⩽ 0.23), and quality of life (*R*^2^ = 0.026, *r*⩽ 0.16).^[@bibr41-1352458517690823]^ Collectively, these data indicate that T25FW scores can be interpreted as a valid measure of walking in MS.

Responsiveness and clinical meaningfulness of the T25FW {#section9-1352458517690823}
=======================================================

Responsiveness refers to the ability of the T25FW to capture intervention effects (i.e. sensitivity to change) regardless of clinical relevance. By comparison, clinical meaningfulness is the idea that a given amount of change or difference in T25FW scores is reflective of a relevant difference in real-life activities for a person living with MS. These are both pertinent aspects of T25FW validity, as these reflect its ability to capture changes over time that might be regarded as important in the context of an intervention or treatment.

Regarding responsiveness, one study examined the influence of intravenous methylprednisolone (IVMP) therapy on recovery of walking outcomes in patients with MS experiencing a period of relapse.^[@bibr42-1352458517690823]^ The study included 49 patients with relapsing--remitting MS who received IVMP (1000 mg/day) over 3 days for relapse with associated walking difficulties. The researchers administered the T25FW along with the 2-minute walk (2-MW) test, EDSS, SSST, and MSWS-12 before and 1 month after IVMP. The T25FW detected a significant improvement in walking 1 month after IVMP (Time 1 = 6.8 seconds; Time 2 = 5.9 seconds), as did the other ambulatory measures (i.e. the T25FW and other measures captured intervention effects on walking). The effect size for the T25FW was 0.27 standardized units, whereas the standardized response mean was 0.55 units. The T25FW had 68.3% efficiency for capturing improvement compared with the EDSS, whereas the 2-MW had 95.1% efficiency, as an example. This means that the T25FW was less efficient for capturing intervention effects than the 2-MW (i.e. other measures were more responsive). Importantly, the T25FW captured statistically significant improvements in walking following a relapse, and this provides evidence for its responsiveness but not necessary clinically meaningful change. There is some additional evidence of the responsiveness of the T25FW for capturing rehabilitation effects, including exercise training, in MS.^[@bibr15-1352458517690823],[@bibr43-1352458517690823]^

There is broad acceptance that a 20% change in T25FW performance represents a meaningful change in walking performance in MS. This was originally derived from an assessment of the reliability of quantitative functional tests including the T25FW on five consecutive days in 63 patients with MS^[@bibr44-1352458517690823]^ and then later supported by validation of 20% change in T25FW scores based on correlation with change in other, external outcomes.^[@bibr45-1352458517690823]^ This metric of meaningful change has been included as a benchmark and confirmed in multiple examinations of dalfampridine in MS.^[@bibr46-1352458517690823][@bibr47-1352458517690823]--[@bibr48-1352458517690823]^

One recent paper compared the association between walking speed measured by the T25FW and the Physical Health Component Summary (PCS) score of the 36-item, Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) to better understand the clinical meaning of T25FW scores in MS.^[@bibr49-1352458517690823]^ The analysis included retrospective data from three clinical trials of disease modifying therapies that included T25FW and SF-36 data. Of note, the percent change in T25FW over a 2-year period was significantly correlated with change in SF-36 PCS scores in the placebo-treated patients (*r* = 0.35). Among the placebo-treated patients, 27.5% of participants had a clinically meaningful change in SF-36 PCS scores that exceeded five points (the well-accepted cut point for meaningful change in the PCS score), and this group had an average 21.8% decline in T25FW performance. Additional analyses demonstrated that a change exceeding 20% on the T25FW generally corresponded with a meaningful change in SF-36 PCS scores. Collectively, these data paint a picture that the T25FW is capable of detecting changes in walking and worsening of at least 20% and that this degree of change can be viewed as clinically meaningful.

Conclusion and future directions {#section10-1352458517690823}
================================

The T25FW test has been described as the "best characterized objective measure of walking disability and can be used across a wide range of walking disabilities" in MS.^[@bibr16-1352458517690823]^ This observation is confirmed based on a robust literature review of the T25FW in persons with MS and its application and psychometric properties in the MS population. This review provided information on the (a) history, description, administration, and scoring of the T25FW; (b) its reliability and precision over short and long periods of time; (c) its content and construct validity; and (d) the responsiveness and clinical meaningfulness of changes in its scores. The T25FW represents an ideal primary endpoint for clinical research and practice targeting ambulation in MS, and by virtue of its simplicity, it might be the best test of ambulation for large, multicenter clinical trials.

As with all measures, validation is an ongoing and evolving process that requires the strongest evidence through continued research;^[@bibr23-1352458517690823]^ this is important for application of the T25FW in clinical practice and research. Some important directions for future research involve validating clinically meaningful improvements on the T25FW as well as determining if 20% change is clinically meaningful across the disability spectrum. Researchers might consider synchronizing accelerometers and motion sensors with the T25FW for capturing walking speed in everyday life and the patient's real environment. There is need for research determining the weighting placed on ambulation compared with other measurable performance domains for judging the effects of MS and clinical/rehabilitation therapies. There is additional research needed on developing benchmarks for interpreting or describing the real-world meaning of T25FW scores that could provide both clinical and research relevance for describing a patient or a study sample.^[@bibr25-1352458517690823],[@bibr30-1352458517690823]^ There is limited understanding of time of day effects on T25FW performance, although there is a report of no difference in 10-m walk test performance between morning and noon/afternoon administrations.^[@bibr50-1352458517690823]^ Finally, we note that the T25FW is not universally applicable across the MS spectrum, as it might have ceiling effects for those with an EDSS above 6.5 (i.e. not able to walk 25 feet). Nevertheless, researchers should continue efforts in validating scores from the T25FW as a measure of ambulation suitable for clinical research and practice involving MS.
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